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Today’s scientific projects and simulations often
require repeated transfer of large data volumes
between the storage system and the client. This
increases the load on the network, leading to
congestion. In order to mitigate these effects,
regional data storage cache systems are used to
store data locally. This project examines the
XCache storage system to closely analyze data
trend patterns in the data volume and data
throughput performance, while also creating a
model for predicting how caches could potentially
impact network traffic and data transfer
performance overall. The results of the data access
patterns demonstrated that traffic volume was
reduced by an average factor of 2.35. The hourly
and daily prediction models also showed low
error values, reinforcing the learning methods
used in this effort.

BACKGROUND
● High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider aims
to increase performance by 2025
● Study uses data from Southern California
Petabyte Scale Cache (SoCal Repo) of 24
XCache nodes
● SoCal Repo handles data from Large Hadron
Collider (LHC), which is expected to produce
30x more data in 2028 than 2018
● Study period: July 2021 - June 2022
Table 1: Summary of nodes in the regional cache
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DISCUSSION

How much can a learning model predict
the network utilization for an in-network
regional storage caching system?

Traffic Reduction

Figure 3: LSTM model construction
Table 3: Hyperparameters for final LSTM model for data throughput performance

Figure 2: Daily network traffic volume reduction rates in log scale. Under
the normal use such as between July 2021 and Sep. 2021, the average
network traffic volume reduction rate is 2.35.
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RESULTS
Testing losses are comparable to the training losses.
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Figure 4: Daily average throughput performance per access: (a) cache hits, (b) cache misses.
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● Daily cache utilization shows different patterns
over time, and streaming jobs were observed
between Oct 2021 and Jan 2022.. (Fig. 1)
● Avg traffic volume reduction for the whole
period is 1.55, and avg traffic volume reduction
from July 2021 to Sept 2021 is 2.35. (Fig. 2)
● LSTM models for hourly data tend to have less
errors than models for daily data, primarily due
to the fact that there are more data points. (Fig. 4
& 6)
● LSTM model with moving average fits better
with less extreme values. (Fig. 5 & 7)
● Hourly data plot for cache misses shows
different patterns compared to the hourly data
for cache misses with 24-hour moving average
(Fig. 6b & 7b), indicating that 24-hour moving
average reduced extreme values, thus there are
smaller RMSE values.

CONCLUSIONS
● General in-network regional cache could
supplement the existing repository and benefit
wider user community, reduce the redundant
data transfers, and save network traffic
bandwidth.
● Cache utilization and network throughput
performances are predictable by LSTM
models.
● Prediction can be better with more data
records.
● Further studies: data access patterns of the
different regional repositories, and longer term
network requirements
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Figure 5: Daily average throughput performance per access with 7-day moving average: (a) cache hits, (b) cache misses.

Table 2: Summary data access from July 2021 to June 2022
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Figure 6: Hourly average throughput performance per access: (a) cache hits, (b) cache misses.
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Figure 1: Daily proportion of cache hits volume and cache misses volume
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Figure 7: Hourly average throughput performance per access with 24-hour moving average: (a) cache hits, (b) cache misses.
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